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Abstract. The objective of this study is a supersonic jct formed by an arc plasma
outflowing from a cylindrical sonic nozzle into a reservoir with back pressure of
10 2 to 10 3 Pa. For known conditions at the nozzle exit and known jet boundary,
the plasma flow is calculated from the equations for steady one- dimensional flow
of compressible fluid. The results are compared with experimental measurements
(Luyanov 1981) on underexpanded argon jets produced by a conventional arc
torch; the case of heat addition in the expanding jet, e. g. by an auxiliary arc, is
also studied.

1. Introduction
Theoretical analysis, numerical computation and experimental data on supersonic, axialsymmetry jets of compressible fluid can be found in two comprehensive monographs by
Russian authors [I, 2] . The case of strongly underexpanded jets outflowing into vacuum
(Fig. 1) is difficult to treat numerically due to the complicated shock structures including
a three-shock or Mach configuration [3], point G in Fig. 1. It is difficult, for example,
to predict the position of the shock fronts precisely and, therefore, to construct the flow
field behind them. Here we attempt to answer the question of weather the flow and
gas parameters in such jets can be determined with reasonable accuracy by simple onedimensional (lD) calculations. The benefit will be in that the complex shock structure
is treated as a single no1mal shock.
Incomplete knowledge of the boundmy conditions at a nozzle outlet or somewhere
further upstream - "initial" conditions of the problem - would also somewhat depreciate any 2D technique. In our case of plasma generated by an electric arc, it is
difficult to obtain exact radial distributions, experimental or theoretical, of all gas and
flow parameters needed as initial conditions for the 2D problem.
In this study the quasi-ID approach [3] is adopted: impermeable walls are assumed
that bound an imaginary duct of variable cross-section.
@ 1995 St. Kliment Ohridski University Press All rights reserved
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(i)

I

Fig. 1. lllustrating the shock structure in undercxpanded plasma jet, after
Lukyanov [2]: (i) Re* N- 0 · 5 = 200; (ii) Re* N- 0 · 5 = 20. Arrowed lines
represent stream lines, thick lines shocks

Further, the position 0fthese walls is chosen at the jet boundary. Apart from the initial
conditions of the problem, the jet cross-sectional area is the only empirical parameter
needed for our free jet calculations. The visible jet radius, or pressure data from Pitot
tube scans [2] will be used.
Finally, the quasi-ID formulation offers the possibility to describe flows with heat
addition. Here we study the effect of energy addition within the jet due to an auxiliary arc
discharge. Our "heated jet" calculations call for additional input parameters to describe
the energy added, although in the case of heating by electric arc these parameters may,
in principle, be self-consistently calculated.

2. Basic Physical Picture, Geometry and Notation
Plasma with known initial stagnation parameters [2] is produced (Fig. 1) by a plasma
torch with a nozzle leading into a reservoir in which the ambient pressure is maintained
lower than the initial plasma pressure by continuous pumping. In the region of overexpansion that follows immediately, two shock waves are formed: an oblique shock, at
the periphery of the "barrel", and a central shock, between cross sections b and c in
Fig. 1, known as Mach disc. The velocity jumps to subsonic values, while the pressure
assumes values slightly higher than ambient. After initial widening, the jet contracts,
then widens again. Further downstream of the effects of viscosity and conduction of
heat may start playing role at the jet periphery, in contrast with the initial part where
such dissipative effects are negligible.
The following notation is used throughout:
ai, a2, ... are the coefficients of power series (19);
A, b1 , b2, b3 are the parameters of the jet geomet1y (8), (22);
c1, c2. c3, c4 - see Eq. (14);
Cp - specific heat at constant pressure;
d - channel or jet diameter;
G - mass flow;
Ha - parameter of heat addition distribuution (26);

h' - heat added in unit !en
I - electric current;
k - parameter of the jet geo
M - Mach number;
N - see Eq. (10);
p - pressure;
q - see Eq. (3);
Re - Reynolds number;
S - jet cross-sectional area;
T - gas temperature;
v - flow velocity;
x - coordinate axis along th
Xh - parameter of heat addi
y - radial coordinate;
a: - ionization degree;
<Yo, a1, a2, .. . , !30./31,,62, ...
r - specific heats ratio;
p - gas density;
-a - jet expansion angle (Fig
u - electric conductivity.

* - values of a quantity at ti
0 - stagnation values
1, a, b, c, c' - values at speci
L - see Eq. (1 O);
m - values at the widest er
oo - ambient values;
values behind a nonnal
A
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h' - heat added in unit length per unit mass of gas;
I - electric cunent;
k - parameter of the jet geometry (8);

Mach number;
see Eq. (10);
p - pressure;
q - see Eq. (3);
Re - Reynolds number;
S - jct cross-sectional area;
T - gas temperature;
v - flow velocity;
x - coordinate axis along the jet;
Xh - parameter of heat addition distribution (26);
y - radial coordinate;
a - ionization degree;
O'o, a1, a2, ... , (Jo, (3 1, (32, ... - coefficients of power series (18);
"( - specific heats ratio;
p - gas density;
{) - jet expansion angle (Fig. 2);
a - electric conductivity.
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3. Model and Assumptions
A de arc heals the gas in a cylindrical channel (Fig. 1). Although in our specific
examples the outflowing jet is submerged in the same gas, argon, more complicated
cases with mixing of gases can also be treated.
As supersonic flows are considered, the problem is uniquely defined by the conditions
at the nozzle exit ("initial" conditions) and the back pressure. The quasi- ID approach
[3] will also require the position of the jet boundaiy, or the jet radius, as an additional
input parameter.
Within the quasi-1 D treatment, all parameters are radially uniform. It is difficult to
reconcile this assumption with the presence of an oblique shock wave, in particular for
the case of Fig. l (i). The model suits the case of Fig. 1 (ii) better, due to the vanishing
Mach disc diameter and the stream-line/shock angles that are closer to a right angle. The
flow transition through the shocks is modelled by making two steps of simplification
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as follows.
(a) The whole shock structure is replaced by one shock of oval shape, see top of
Fig. 2. (Dulov has rigorously shown, see Section 3.7 of Ref. [1],that in a four-parameter
approximation the oblique shock of an underexpanded jet is of oval shape.) y is made
dimensionless so that y = 1 at its maximum.
(b) The single shock of oval shape is replaced by a flat shock at x = xc'; xc' is the
average value of x, see bottom of Fig. 2.
1

Xe'=

2Xc

j

Jl - y 2 ydy =

~Xe,

(I)

4. Basic Equations and

4.1. Equations and initial co

The conventional equations fo1
used. For a perfect gas these c
1 dM
M dx
1 dv
;dx

1

Laminar flow is assumed, as Re* < 10 3 . The finite shock thickness due to low gas
density is neglected.
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singularity of the 0/0 type at
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These are the conditions for a
The initial values of our v
following relations:
Fig. 2. The two successive steps (top half, bottom halt) in modelling
the shock configuration of Fig. I (ii)

Our assumptions concerned with the state of the gas are
(i) low degree of ionization, hence pressure defined by the neutral atoms alone;
(ii) rapid expansion to low density, so that all reactions are "frozen" and the fluid
behaves as a gas with 'Y = 1.48 [5];
(iii) cp = ep(T), i. e. dependence on the electron temperature is neglected.

Evaluations of p* and p* fr
density are not invariants in co
in with Lukyanov's experimen
was adopted.
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4. Basic Equations and Particular Analytical Solutions
4.1. Equations and initial conditions
The conventional equations for steady quasi-ID flow of compressible fluids [3] will be
used. For a perfect gas these can be written in the fonn:

_!__ dM

M dx
Xe,
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1 dv
; dx
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1 dp
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=
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=
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1- M

1 dS
h' ]
2
M (r- 1)-- - (1 -1M 2 ) S dx
cpT

Let x = 0 be chosen at the nozzle exit, cross-section a in Fig. 1. At this point (initial
conditions) M, v, p, p and T are matched against the parameters for x :S 0. These are
influenced by the value of the expression
1 dS
h'
q=----

s dx

which appears in r. h. s. of Eq. (2). As

(3)

epT

~~ =

O in a cylindrical channel, and due to

addition of heat in the arc, h' > 0, q is negative for x < 0. It follows from the velocity
Eq. (2) that the flow is accelerated in the channel. At x = 0 the term
y

re
the neutral atoms alone;
s are "frozen" and the fluid
erature is neglected.

vanishes,

therefore q = 0. The only possibility for transmission to supersonic flow is through a
singularity of the 0/0 type at x = 0, which is achieved, if
Ma= 1, Va= v*, Pa= p*, Pa= p* , Ta= T*.

halt) in modelling

~~

These are the conditions for a sonic nozzle.
The initial values of our variables at x
following relations:

p*
Po

=

I
1 _1 ' p*
I +1
Po

(-2-)

=

(-2-)
+
I

1

(4)

= 0 are thus defined by Eq. (4) and the
1
1- 1 ' T*
To

=

_2_,
+

I

1

v*

=

yr;i
.r{i . (5)

Evaluations of p* and p* from (5) is not practicable, as the stagnation pressure and
density arc not invariants in compressible flows with addition of heat. As our model ties
in with Lukyanov's experimental situation, Ref. [2] Chapter 6, the following procedure
was adopted.
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1° . For a particular experiment to be compared with our theoretical predictions,
experimentally measured values of G , To and Po. are used.
2° . To. is found from To by use ofEqs (4) and (5).
· 3° . Pa is found from Pa and Ta by use of the equation of state [4].
4° . Va is found from Pa and Pa by use of the last Eq. (5).
5°. V a is checked by two independent ways:
(a) by the continuity equation in integral form
7f

?

G = -d*-p*v*
4

M2
c

Pc
Pb

=

k=a

With Eq. (9) substituted in

. [a

arcsrn

(6)

(b) by calculating Re* (a value for the viscosity being taken from [4)) and then
comparing with data from [2] .
All three values of V a: were found in close agreement.
Eqs (2) also hold behind the Mach disc (Fig. 1) the variables being matched at the
point of discontinuity
'V -

(Sm= ~d~). It is easy to s

~

x
Xm

For 0.1 < -

x

< 1 a reasonab

Xm

M= 1

1

1 +' -(MG
"!+ 1

-

1)

Pb
2 (
1 )
Vb = Pc = l - 'Y + 1 l - Mi;

Now two of the remaining

Ve

2"f

1 + - - (Aft - 1)
'Y + l

'

1'c
I'b

= 1 + _l:Y__ (M 2 - l ),
'Y + 1
b

(7)
V=V

Pc Pb
PbPc

4.2. Free jet: analytical solution

p=p

In the case of h' = 0, x 2'. 0, the equation for M, (2) can be solved by separation of
variables. For example, if the cross-sectional area of the jet is approximated in the fonn

and then supplemented by the

(8)
its relative change can be written

.!_ dS
S dx

=

~
cot [k (~ + A)]
Xm
Xrn

The solution is found by subs
(9)
4.3. Jct with addition of cne

Herc k and A will be chosen to fit the experimentally observed boundaries of the
jet. The general requirements of similarity as well as experimental evidence call for the
importance of three perameters

d* ,

P

J""
I V = _Q!_ '

Poo

R e£ =

Re*
~

N ·"

·

(10)

Let h' =I- 0. A power series de
1

s
h'

The first provides a scale for all distances, while the others are used to generalise
empirical relations such as

may be used to find a solutio

(11)

A sonic nozzle is asumed, the
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are used.

( Srn

= ~ct~).

It is easy to see that

d*2
k = arccos - 2- ,

on of state (4).
. (5).

d*2
kA = arcsin d2

dm.

.

.

arcsm
[

x
ing taken from [4)) and then

(12)

rn

With Eq. (9) substituted in the first Eq. (2), the integration for h'

(6)
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=0

gives
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d*2
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(j2 M
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d*2
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For 0.1 < _!?___ < 1 a reasonable approximation ( < 0.3 3 error
Xrn

]\If

= 1+

C1X

+ C2x 2 · 5 + C3X 3 + C4X0. 5

fork~ ~2 ' A~ 10- 2 is
.

(14)

Now two of the remaining Eqs (2) are represented as quadratures
(7)

v
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_

pbe solved by separation of
is approximated in the form
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and then supplemented by the adiabatic and gas state Jaws

(8)

p

=Po:(~) I

(16)

T=T(p,p).

(17)

The solution is found by substitution of Eqs (9) and (14) in (15).
(9)

4.3. Jct with addition of energy: series solution
observed boundaries of the
ental evidence call for the

Let h' =/; 0. A power series development
1 dS

S dx
(10)

h'
CpT =

ers are used to generalise
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ao + a1x + a2x + · · ·
/Jo + /31x

/32x

2

+ ···
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may be used to find a solution of 11! in the form:

111 = 1 + a1x +
(11)

=

a2x

A sonic nozzle is asumed, therefore /Jo = a 0.

2

+ ···
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For the first two coefficients one obtains

-ao
-±

a1

=

Ja6
-

10000

- ('y + 1)(,61 - a1)

1000 .

2
4
-----'----2-----'"Y + 1
1
2
- --(,62 - a3) - 2aoa 1 + ai[('y- l)a 1 - -y,Bi] - 3af
2

(20)

"(?

e:,

100 -

~

10

ao + 6a1

1

5. Calculations and Discussion

0

4

8
x

5.1. Free jet

The initial values (argon)
Va= 1.58 x 103 ms- 1 ,
Pa= 6.55 x 103 Pa,
Pa= 3.91 x· 10- 3 kg m - 3 ,
Ta= 8.07 x 103 K
Afa = 1,

(21)

are estimated from experimental results ([2], Chapter 6) by following the procedure
outlined in Section 4. 1.
The set of equations is then solved for 0 < x < Xb and for x > Xe the solutions
being matched at Xb = X e by the shock relation (7). The Mach disc position x = Xe is
chosen so that the critical pressure behind the shock, p~, is made equal to the ambient
pressure, p 00 , as suggested in Ref. [l] p. 60. In the particular case defined by (21) its
value is
Poo

= 213 Pa.

10000
,,--.. 8000 ~ 6000
h
4000
2000
0
0

4

8
x

4000
3000

(2la)

Although tl1e analytical solution (13)-(17) (c 1 = -9.153, c2 = 7.386, c3 =
-5.496, c4 = 13.40) is in reasonable agreement with the experiment of Ref. [2], Section
6.2, better results are obtained by integrating (2) numerically while using closer approximation to the jet boundary observed experimentally. This is illustrated in Fig. 5 for the
gas density distribution along the jet, preceding the shock. Our theoretical predictions
for all parameters are less satisfactory, if they are based on assumption (8), or even
if the jet radius is estimated from the visible jet boundary. Considerable improvement
is noticed when pressure data are used to construct the jet dimensions needed in our
calculations, and t11is case is considered in detail here.
Lukyanov ((2], Section 6.2) reported jet radial profiles of Po measured by a Pitot
tube. He used features of these profiles, e. q. positions of inflection points to deduse jet
dimensions such as Xe and jet diameters. The experimental data were then generalised by
similarity relations of the type (11 ). Here, a four-parameter approximation for the shape
of the jet boundary is constructed. This is based on the values of three jet diameters
and one angle, as follows.
I. Initial jet diameter equal to nozzle diameter.
II. Initial jet expansion angle 19 (see Fig. 2) estimated from the Prandtl-Meyer
relation [3]; values for lvla and Pa (21), Po (5) and p00 (2la) are needed for
such estimate.
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III. Jet diameter half way down to Mach disc, x = X e .
.
2
IV. Jet d iameter nearly at Mach disc, x = 0.9xe.
It is convenient to make x dimensionless by dividing it by the nozzle radius. The jet
boundary is now described by
(22)

mated from the Prandtl-Meyer
) and p00 (2la) are needed for

For t11e example of (21) and (21 a) the best fit ~o the "pressure-data" jet boundary is
obtained with

bi = 1.0013 , b2 = 2.549, b3 = 0.09476.

(22a)
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Our computational results with (21 ), (21a), (22) and (22a) are presented in Figs 3- 6.
The variations of gas and flow parameters define the following physical picture.
Upon leaving the nozzle, the strong plasma expansion establishes a hypersonic flow,
with M approaching 10 (Fig. 3). Before the Mach disc the gas fonns a "bubble" with
density one order of magnitude (up to 30 times) lower than the ambient density (Fig. 5)
and temperature falling to less than 1000 K (Fig. 3). After passing the shock the gas
is heated above the initial (nozzle) temperature, and the flow becomes subsonic. In the
"bubble" the gas speed is nearly constant, Fig. 4. About tenfold pressure increase is
observed at the Mach disc, Fig. 3.
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Fig. 5. Variation of gas density along the jet:
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The agreement with experimental data [2] is reasonable,as follows.
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= 0.65N°· 5 within less than 5 %.

(ii) The gas velocity estimated from the Doppler shift of spectral lines is in exellent
agreement with our theoretical prediction (Fig. 4). Note that the maximum (zero
enthalpy) speed has also the same value, 3.5 x 10 3 ms- 1 .
(iii) The gas density measured by an electron beam is close to the theoretical in the
vicinity of the Mach disc (Fig. 5). Nearer to the nozzle, however, the steeper
experimental gradient leads to discrepancy of several times.
(iv) The pressure ]Jo indicated by a Pitot tube is fow1d in close ageement with our
predictions, Fig. 6. In supersonic flows this is equal to the stagnation pressure
behind a normal shock

Po = P ( 1 +

I';

_:r_

1 A-!2)

-r-1

(23)

where the variables 13 and NI, pressure and Mach number behind the shock, may be
expressed in tem1s of p and I'd, before the shock, by Eqs (7). The variations of p0 are
estimated in such a way at x < Xe. Behind the Mach disc, x > Xe, the flow is subsonic,
hence there is no need of corrections and the Pitot tube directly measures p0 .
5.2. Jet with addition of ene1·gy
20

We shall now consider the problem of nonuniform supply of heat along the jet. In the
case of Joule heating by current parallel to the x-axis and negligible energy losses, we
find

25

ng the jet:
t boundary, 3 -

radial

12

h'=---GSa(p, T)

(24)

For weakly ionized gases an approximate a(T) dependence [6] is
a~

ar- 0 ·5 .

(25)

As the gas rarefies the efficiency of Joule heating drops rapidly. This effect can roughly
be modelled ad hoc by the expression

..!!___ =
CpT

15

20

1cjet:
riment

able,as follows.
with the emperical estimate

H 0 exp

(-x) .

(26)

Xh

Further, we assume variations of S as before, see Eq. (8).
Calculations have shown that the series solution of subsection 4. 3. is better suited for
conical nozzles; in the case of a cylindrical channel treated in the previous subsection,
the accuracy is rather low, with the exception of small x. In the latter case Eqs (2) with
substitution of (26) are solved numerically. The same initial conditions as for h' = 0
and jet cross-section given by Eq. (8) are assumed, and the shock position is adjusted
so that p~ = p 00 as before.
For Ho.Xe > 0.02 (Fig. 7) f'vf first increases above 1, then drops through l; the
transition to subsonic flow is similar to that in the Laval nozzle.
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The case of H a = 0.2 and Xh = 0.05 is of interest, as a model of an electric arc
expending only about 10 W to stream acceleration. The solution is plotted in Fig. 8. It
is seen that
(i) the Mach disc is displaced downstream;
(ii) in the first expansion region outside the nozzle the Mach number is reduced,
mainly due to a strong temperature rise which overcompensates the higher
speeds;
(iii) the density is hardly influenced, while the pressure is higher.
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6. Concluding Remarks
The quasi-one-dimensional approach, if care is taken to fonnulate proper initial conditions, describes correctly arc plasma jets submerged into low pressure ambient gas. It
is promising to extend this approach to cases in which energy is supplied to the plasma
beyond the nozzle. The additional heat may change the physical picture significantly.
The simplicity of procedure is an.. advantage of this method. Its accuracy is greatly
improved, if the jet boundary shape which is required as an input is taken from radial
Potot-tube scans rather than visual observations.
An important feature to be further studied is the influence of various nonequilibrium
processes on the flow and gas properties.
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